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COTTON PRICES FIND
SUPPORT FROM EMPTY
PIPELINE

SPINNERS MAINTAIN BARE COTTON INVENTORIES
IN FACE OF UNCERTAIN DEMAND

T

he cotton textile supply chain is lacking confidence
as the second and even third wave of the Wuhan
Virus impacts orders, and the US market is plagued
with so much uncertainty. This has kept most spinners
very cautious in rebuilding cotton inventories. Record
low CFR basis levels and futures prices in the mid60s allowed some markets to be aggressive, such
as Pakistan, for a period. Now CFR basis levels for
Brazilian have returned to near pre-virus levels. US CFR
basis levels remain firm except for the lower qualities.
The basis improvement and the rise in futures to the
low 70s has ended the hope for bargains. Today,
the cheapest CFR basis levels are for Indian, African
Franc Zone, and Greek styles. The machine-picked
market has a much tighter supply and demand balance
than the general statistics suggests. Spinners have
now switched back to a more hand to mouth buying

strategy, and those with nearby needs are focusing on
Indian and African Franc Zone styles. Chinese spinners
have also continued to take up US and Brazilian from
bonded warehouses. Chinese state-owned trading
groups have also made some purchases from origin.
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Amid these conditions mill inventories of raw cotton
appear limited across all major import markets. In
China, spinners, after using the October rally to unload
yarn inventories, appear to be running a tight ship
with only moderate to small purchases of domestic
cotton. Import demand has been steady, but many
are waiting for an allocation of the 2021 TRQ quota to
begin covering for the first half of 2021. The premium
of domestic cotton to international values is also
limiting any inventory accumulation. The robust level
of the domestic market has given the spinners some
confidence and has resulted in improved demand
for imported cotton yarns. The fact that the domestic
market premium has remained at lofty levels suggests
import demand should continue good, limited only by
import quota allocation.

ISSUE NO. 1099

Even though cotton yarn exports have been robust,
and exports of apparel have remained steady with the
country avoiding many of the issues of other exporters,
cotton imports have been slow to react. This indicates
spinners are approaching inventories cautiously but
will need cotton for nearby shipment. October imports
totaled 94,278 tons, which was the slowest since
January. August-October cumulative imports reached
323,671 tons, which is slightly higher than a year ago.
The US was the top supplier at 183,992 tons, but US
purchases have slowed due to the uncompetitive nature
of CFR basis levels. Imports from Brazil have increased
to 65,942 tons. Argentine cotton has sold with 8,323
tons imported, and Indian cotton remains popular with
open end spinners with 27,182 tons imported.
Vietnamese spinners are expected to increase the
import volume in the first quarter of 2021, with US,
Brazilian, Indian, and some Greek likely to make up
the bulk of the purchases. West African sales volume
may increase given its new competitive basis levels.
In recent days, Indian sales have increased due to the
availability and discounts.

In Vietnam, one of the major import markets, cotton
import volume for several months has been moderate
as spinners remain cautious. Vietnamese cotton spinners
appear to be operating on extremely tight cotton
inventories as cotton purchases continue limited. Vietnam
in October exported 183,051 tons of cotton yarn, which
was up over 16% from a year ago as strong demand from
China continued to be noted. We expect record Chinese
demand for Vietnamese yarns during the next several
months since it is an attractive alternative to importing raw
cotton and avoiding quotas and import duties. China’s
overall demand for cotton yarn imports has increased
since October as the domestic price of cotton and yarn
reached excessive premiums to the international price.
Vietnam uses a large volume of US and Brazilian cotton,
which makes its yarns popular with spinners. AugustOctober cotton yarn exports have reached 502,997 tons,
which reflects a 12% increase over a year ago. China was
the top market at 270,261 tons, while very strong exports
were also noted to South Korea and Brazil. Shipments to
Brazil have soared to 14,478 tons, which suggests a large
block of domestic spinning is being replaced.

Bangladesh spinners seem to have primarily focused
on Indian and African Franc Zone for any volume
purchases. Early demand for Brazilian faded as the
CFR basis levels recovered. Apparel exports have
recovered, but past problems continue to be an issue.
July-September apparel exports rebounded to 8.126
billion USD, which is above year-ago levels of 8.058
billion USD, which helped maintain cotton use and
left spinners with generally short inventories. This
has kept spinners buying hand to mouth for nearby
shipment, which has not always been easy except
for the Indian styles. With cotton imports expected to
reach 7.3 million bales in 2020/2021, it would appear
that Bangladesh spinners should remain active buyers
in the import market, taking up Indian, West African,
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and any discounted US or Brazilian lots. Forward
coverage would appear to be light. The attraction of the
discounted US long staple 41 and lower color grades
was illustrated in the weekly US export sales report.

ISSUE NO. 1099

The exception to the lack of spinner confidence is
India where spinners’ profit margins are good, and
they are willing to add to inventories of domestic
cotton. The CCI has reported steady daily sales even
as it raised its floor prices. Indian ELS spinners have
been large buyers of US Pima and Egyptian styles.
The price of a S-6 1 1/8 ex gin has risen steadily over
the past week as has the CCI floor prices and demand
continues. The CCI has been selling both 2019/2020
old crop and 2020/2021 new crop styles. Unlike past
seasons, the CCI is buying current crop and also selling
current crop, illustrating the stronger demand. The
improved quality of CCI-ginned cotton has stimulated
offtake. This increased demand and confidence is, first,
allowing the Indian basis to appreciate and, secondly,
preventing the new crop movement from pressuring
Indian physical prices. Unlike in many other seasons,
Indian domestic prices have been at record discounts to
many International styles for a period of months. This
has given Indian spinners an increased profit margin,
especially for exports of cotton yarn.

Turkey imported a record volume of cotton in
2019/2020 and will need large volumes in 2020/2021.
Exports have been strong, which has help maintain
cotton demand, and a smaller domestic crop also
means increased import demand in 2021. October
Apparel exports reached an impressive 13.98 billion
USD, and November exports will also be strong. Mills
are operating at 80% capacity. Turkish spinners have
purchased sizeable volume of Brazilian during the
discounted basis and also maintained a steady but
light demand for US. The main hold back to greater
purchases has been the collapse in the Lira/USD
exchange rate. The Lira collapsed in early November
to 8.5993 and now stands at 8.0. The volatility and the
loss in value have added new risk to cotton imports.
Spinners overall should remain hand to mouth buyers
unless special opportunities develop for discounted
purchases or there’s a sharp appreciation in the
exchange rate.

The lack of coverage was further highlighted in the
US weekly export sales report for the week ending
November 19th when total US export sales reached
435,700 running bales of upland, while cancellations
reduced sales to a net 354,700 running bales for
2020/2021. Vietnam was the largest buyer, taking a net
169,500 running bales and as we discussed, this market
has limited forward coverage and is heavily focused on
US and Brazilian styles. US E/MOT long staple, high
strength discounted 41 color grades should be very
popular there. In a surprise, Bangladesh purchased
89,400 running bales, reflective of the logistical
challenges of the hand to mouth buying. Turkey
continues its moderate hand to mouth buying with
28,700 running bales. China continued to cleanup old
outstanding trouble sales, purchasing 91,000 canceled
and had net sales of 28,100 bales for 2020/2021 and
37,000 for 2021/2022. Pakistan purchased 10,500
running bales. The sharp rise in China’s ELS prices also
stimulated additional Pima sales, which were brisk at a
total of 26,900 bales net for the week.

Pakistan has been the strongest import market of the
season so far. Quick rebound in exports and a collapse
in the domestic crop have been the drivers. Pakistan
mills purchased a record volume of Brazilian styles
when the CFR basis collapsed, and the Brazilian SLM
1 1/8 is very popular with spinners. After the Brazilian
basis soared 600 points or more off, the lows buying
stopped and the focus has been on any discounted
lots. The second wave of the virus has turned spinners
very cautious to follow the price gains. October Textile/
Apparel exports were very brisk at 1.285 billion USD,
which reflected 6.18% year on year gains. At one point
before the second wave of the virus slowed the growth
in orders, it appeared the industry would again be near
capacity. Additional volume imports will be needed for
the March and forward shipment period, and the heavy
buying suggests inventories are at levels where spinners
will not have to follow the price strength for now.
Import requirements will be a record for 2020/2021 and
likely in 2021/2022 given the attitude of cotton growers.

Overall, the lack of spinner coverage is helping to
offset some of the negativity over the uncertain level
of demand for apparel. For nine months, spinners have
been cautious on making forward commitments, and
the rebound in demand off the March-April lows has
left inventories thin. The entire cotton textile supply
chain has very thin inventories in the pipeline. This
explains why the slowdown in orders associated with
the second wave of the virus has not had a greater
impact on prices.

Indonesia has been a very weak consumption market
as the virus has continued to impact operations. It
remains to be seen if its spinners can take advantage of
the increased cotton yarn demand from China. In the
past, a notable volume of cotton yarn exports to China
have been noted. Cotton purchases have been light for
many months now, and even with reduced operating
hours spinners inventories should be quite lean. This
explains why some inquiry appeared last week.
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BRAZIL DRYNESS A SERIOUS CONCERN AS MATO GROSSO
MOISTURE DEFICIT INCREASES

R

ainfall in
129,997 hectares
Mato Grosso,
will be planted to
Goias, and Mato
the full season crop
Grosso Do Sul is
in Mato Grosso,
a serious concern
and portions of this
to the grain and
acreage will get off
cotton industries of
to a poor start if
Brazil. November
December rainfall
is coming to an
does not increase.
end, and topsoil
Brazil’s average
Western Bahia average rainfall
moisture levels
yield in 2019/2020
are at record lows as October and November rainfall
reached a record 8.276 bales a hectare. This marked
fell to record lows. November rainfall in the major
the fourth annual increase and was a sizeable increase
crop areas of central and northern Mato Grosso has
over the levels of 2015/2016. Part of the increase was
reached 20%-50% of normal. Goias has received less
the improved seed technology and second was near
than half their normal rainfall. We now enter December,
perfect weather. Based on a 10% reduction in acreage
which is a very crucial month. Sapezal, Mato Grosso
and a return to average yields of 7.5 bales a hectare,
is a major soybean and cotton producing region. Its
production would drop to 11.2 million bales, and a 15%
wet season begins in October with average rainfall of
acreage reduction would mean 10.614 million bales.
155 mm, followed by 220 mm in November, 301 mm
The production level will depend on how the next 60
in December, 278 mm in January, and peak rainfall
days of rainfall unfolds. An 11 million-bales crop and
occurs in February at 564.2 mm. Rainfall then begins to
three million bales of domestic consumption still leave
fall rapidly to 283 mm in March, 151 mm in April, and
eight million bales for export, plus carryover stocks.
declining to 61 mm in May. Then it is almost totally dry
for the next four months. The extreme dry weather of
A new Biden administration might cause problems
October and November has damaged soybean stands,
for Brazilian agriculture. US/Brazilian relations have
so now it is crucial for the crop to get some heavy
been very good for the last several years, but a Biden
rains. The worry for corn and cotton growers is that
administration may usher in a different era. Joe Biden
the soybean harvest will be delayed, and they will not
has nominated John Kerry as his Climate Czar if he
complete planting in February. For corn, the pollination
eventually becomes the next US president, and that
period cannot occur in April and May for it raises the
could hold significant consequences for Brazil. John
fear of significant yield losses. Cotton that is delayed
Kerry was part of the Obama administration, as are
and still needs moisture in late April and May will mean
many members of any Biden team, and this group
real trouble.
showed no respect for Brazilian sovereignty and
supported the top-down socialist agenda of US and
For soybeans, the wet season will vary in other states,
European elites dedicated to telling Brazil how it should
but concerning cotton, Bahia is the second largest
manage its development. The Paris Climate Accord was
region with both irrigated and dryland acreage. The wet
all part of their agenda. For Brazil, it means it should
season in the cotton areas of western Bahia is October
not allow these groups to interfere in its development.
to March, and rainfall rapidly declines in April, and then
Millions, if not billions, of dollars have been wasted
it is dry. Western Bahia rainfall is also much less reliable
by the European and environmental groups during
then in Mato Grosso, which is why irrigation has
the corrupt Lula era on attempting to manage the
become popular where water supplies are available.
expansion of agriculture acreage. In one of the
Currently, all eyes are on December rainfall that will
presidential debates, Biden said the US would move to
impact the Bahia full season crop. Some second crop
punish climate outlaws. Of course, he did not mention
cotton follows soybeans on irrigated acreage.
China, which is the largest polluter on earth, but instead
he called out Brazil and threatened to label the country
Cotton acreage prospects have declined but will still be
an outlaw because of its lack of compliance with
influenced by the final weather developments. The full
the Paris Accord. Brazil has said the Paris Agreement
season crop will be planted in December, and in many
would challenge the sovereignty of the country. In
areas soil moisture levels are very low. IMEA estimates
the past, there were burdens that were attempted
4
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to be placed on Brazilian producers to comply with
European regulations without ever providing any real
compensation. If the truth be known, none of the
EU countries or any of the major polluting countries
has met their targets regarding any of these climate
agreements.
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Brazil’s CFR Asia export basis has remained firm over
the past week. The Domestic ESALQ spot cotton index
of a 41-4-35 landed Sao Paulo reached a new high for
the season last week, ending 11/27 at 74.87, illustrating
the continued tightness of nearby free stocks and
growers’ willingness to sell. The Real/USD exchange
rate has firmed, which has further firmed USD prices.

XINJIANG TEXTILE AND APPAREL INDUSTRY
EXPANDS – EXPORTS SOAR

T

firms that have been set up in the park. They are set up
to not only use cotton but other textile raw materials.
One of the largest plants is focused on Rayon yarn,
while another is now the largest exporter of carpet
from Xinjiang and a major manufacturer of wool and
man-made fiber carpets. This plant focuses on export
to Japan, South Korea, Singapore, and the domestic
market.

he international effort to punish Xinjiang industry
for the widespread use of slave labor has failed
to slow the growth of the Xinjiang industry and done
nothing to slow exports. The export statistics show
record exports led by demand from Europe. As of
November 5th, the number of Xinjiang to Europe
freight trains hit a record 10,180, with the volume of
cargo shipped up 54% year on year. The European
trains move through the Horgos Dry Port on the
Kazakhstan border. January-October textile and apparel
exports direct from Xinjiang reached 43.03 billion RMB,
which is a 49.1% year-on-year increase. Textile exports
increased by 23.4% to 11.75 billion RMB, and apparel
exports posted growth of 61.82% at 31.28 billion USD.

The effort to change behavior on the establishment
of the concentration camps and the use of slave labor
has had very little practical impact. For Xinjiang, direct
exports to non-US markets are the focus, and these
markets have no measures in place to punish or limit
imports from the region. The European market is a
source of growth, as is Central Asia. It is amazing that,
despite the fact that the Uyghurs are a Central Asian
people, they are receiving no support from this market,
even with the common religion.

This export data clearly indicates why many of the
textile and apparel companies report they are operating
at near capacity. The Shawan Industrial Park reports it
has built 20 new industrial infrastructure projects worth
1.61 billion RMB, including ten new textile and apparel
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AUSTRALIAN 2021 CROP FINDS SUPPORT AS
QUALITY FEARS EXPAND

T

not allowing them to unload. This economic pain is
occurring despite the fact that China and Australia
have a Free Trade Agreement that assures access, as
does China’s entry to the WTO. Despite these clear
violations, Beijing continues its attempt to make
Australia buckle. For noq, Western allies have failed to
come to Australia’s aid, and the Trump administration
remains occupied, which is one reason the actions are
continuing. On Friday morning, Beijing announced
massive import duties on Australian wine, further
violating the FTA.

he 2021 crop Australian basis has found support
when the local cash price hit 550 Australian dollars
a bale last week, and the 2022 crop reached 525 AD a
bale. These prices clearly show an improvement from
recent levels. Prices also received a boost from stateowned Chinese trade groups that purchased both 2021
and 2022 crops. It appears that the state-owned trading
firms are exempt from the restrictions on merchants,
private traders, or mills. This is not at all shocking. We
have stated for several weeks that, first, the Australian
CFR basis was undervalued, and, secondly, that China
faced a major shortage of high grade, longer staple
lots. In addition, US Pima prices are no longer being
discounted and have returned to a hefty premium,
along with domestic Chinese ELS prices hitting 146.70
cents a lb. Such price levels make Australian long
staple high grade a must for 50s and 60s count yarns
and also for blending with domestic ELS. The quality
of the domestic ELS is below that of the longer staple
Australian. Australia under the general TRQ is more
than a 40 cents discount to a Xinjiang ELS T137.

The pick of John Kerry, the aged Obama diplomat, as
the new Climate Czar has created worry in Australia, as
Kerry is widely known for his support of the violation
of the sovereignty of other nations in dictating climate
policies. He has also proven to be very soft on China.
The weather outlook is dry for the moment, and record
temps are now hitting the young cotton crop. In New
South Wales, highs are reaching 45 C, near 115 F, and
such temperatures are increasing the water requirements.
It will also damage the survival prospects for the small
dryland crop. In Queensland, temperatures are 35-38 C.
No rain is in the forecast which is disappointing to the La
Nina forecast for a wet period.
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China’s attempt to bully Australia into submission is
entering a serious stage. An estimated 82 ships carrying
Australian coal worth 1.1 billion Australian Dollars is
now in a holding pattern off China ports, with China
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A RESPONSIBLE CHOICE FOR
BRANDS, RETAILERS & MANUFACTURERS

Making farmers lives better with a more equitable supply chain

WHY COTTON?

Comes from Nature, Returns to Nature
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INDIAN ARRIVALS SURGE AS PRICES IGNITE GROWER SELLING

D

the same time enjoy a good margin. Imagine in certain
counts competing against other exporters who are
using much more expensive cotton. These improved
margins have changed everything for spinners who
in past seasons faced expensive local cotton which
forced imports. Now they are in the driver’s seat. The
price advantage gives Indian cotton textile and apparel
exporters a major advantage over the Chinese exporter
who is paying much more for his raw material, in the
case of cotton.

aily arrivals of cotton at gins in India have
soared to 310,000 bales, and 2020/2021 arrivals
by November 21st have already reached 7 million
bales, far outpacing year-ago levels. The reason is the
sharp rise in local prices. Since the movement of the
2020/2021 crop has begun, local cash lint prices have
rallied near 9 cents or over 5,000 Rupees a candy. The
CCI has launched seed cotton buying stations in ten
states and has stabilized the seed cotton price near the
MSP if moisture content levels are maintained. When
the pandemic hit, a large portion of the Indian stocks
were held by the CCI, so as spinners begin to rebuild
inventories the CCI was the seller. The CCI has sold
volume but have been steadily increasing the selling
price as they sold. During the last week as cash prices
reached the highest level of the season, the CCI has
sold cotton daily with the volume between 100,000
bales up to 400,000 bales. At the same time, the floor
price of the Shankar-6 1 1/8 was raised 800 Rupees per
candy, or about 1.37 cents a lb.

The behavior of Indian prices is also having an impact
on the international market. Indian prices are not a
burden, but they are discounted to stimulate sales,
which are needed for contamination issues. They are
not, however, pressuring prices. The good quality
of the CCI 2019/2020 stocks with the long staple is
generating sales, as the tightness increases in the top
end of the market. A CCI 1 5/32 offered at the port in
China is discounted by 7 cents to a Brazilian and ten
cents to a US type. Chinese mills like Indian cotton and
know how to manage the contamination and are taking
advantage of the discount. Adding to the tightness is
the fact that the 2020/2021 crop is proving smaller than
expected and is also of lower quality due to the excess
rains. Last week, additional rains that caused problems
occurred in Tamil Nadu, Telangana, and Andhra
Pradesh.

Indian spinners have the confidence to continue to add
to inventories as spinning margins are good. The reason
is the discount of Indian cotton to other international
values. The discount is 5-6 cents a lb. to African Franc
Zone, near 7 cents or more to Greek or Brazilian, and
more for a US style. This gives Indian spinners room to
be aggressive in selling cotton yarn for export and at

CHINA SHOWS SIGNS OF REDUCED BUYING OF US AG
PRODUCTS AHEAD OF POSSIBLE RENEGOTIATION UNDER BIDEN

C

hina state media can hardly contain its excitement
over a Biden administration. Many of his anticipated
appointees have connections with China due to their
companies having significant investments in China or
are acting as paid consultants to China. China appears
to have been assured that a major shift in policy will

occur, as evidenced in a statement by the Global Times
that said a shift in policy to pro-China by Biden was
behind Australia’s olive branch to ease China’s tension.
The same is true with many US business interests
saying the tariffs should be dropped as soon as he
is sworn in. Even president Xi made public his calls
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to Biden. It is clear that a wholesale shift in policy is
likely, and US interest will be sold out to the globalist
order. US agriculture exports under the China Trade
Agreement appear to already be suffering, with new
sales slowed, cancelations of soybean purchases made
public last week, and cancelations of small orders of
cotton being noted for weeks. The Chinese believe
they have succeeded in US business interest coming
to their aid, and that Trump is gone. Reuters reported
that China has purchased only 6.61 billion USD of the
25.35 billion USD of energy purchases it committed
too as of the end of October. It seems that after the
election, interest in fulfilling the agreement is waning.
US agriculture purchases in the latest week were
moderate, with 333,000 tons of wheat, 75,900 tons of
corn, 300,800 tons of sorghum, 578,700 of soybeans,
2,000 tons of beef, and 2,500 tons of pork.
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State Pompeo said Taiwan had never been part of
China, and a State Department official said Tibet was
under Chinese military occupation. China appeared to
control its reactions with expectations that Biden would
soon reverse these actions. The nominee for Secretary
of State under Biden is known for his pro-China views.
He wrote an op-ed in the New York Times several years
ago that was very flattering to XI and also promoted
closer ties to China. The think tank he is involved in
has taken large funds from China. As the week ended,
China made headlines with the additional actions
against Australia and a new threat to invade Taiwan if
certain conditions occur. These are hardly conducive
for confidence.
The outcome remains very important for cotton as
the Trade Agreement’s fate hangs in the balance. For
brands and retailers, a Biden administration appears
likely to lift tariffs, ignore any Xinjiang sanctions that
have teeth, and move back to a pre-trade war status.
At this point, there is no indication in the battle for
Secretary of Agriculture between an experienced
agriculture person and a leftist progressive. It has
surfaced that the Biden team has published a 21-page
memo on the steps the USDA should take in the first
100 days of office written by Obama-era officials that
focus on climate change. This includes a plan for a US
carbon bank that would have a budget of one billion
USD to purchase carbon credits. Their greatest burden
appears on the livestock sector. The memo, called the
Climate 21 Project, also included changes to the CCC
loan program to promote more carbon sequestration.
The hemp industry has commented that the programs
are all favorable for increased planting of hemp.

The Trump administration continues to fight the US
election fraud and corruption through the courts, and
the evidence indicates the battle is not over. In any
event, the Trump administration is working hard to
put in place as many actions as possible that will not
be easy for a Biden appointee to undo. The US and
Taiwan signed a five-year agreement to hold annual
economic talks. The US sent a high-level admiral for a
sudden visit to Taiwan last week, which upset China.
US press reports said the administration was planning
a host of new measures, including expanding the
number of Chinese companies with military ties on
the blacklist to 89. It was rumored that a new ban on
imports from Xinjiang was also planned now that the
trade agreement’s future was in doubt and additional
cotton sales would not be impacted. US Secretary of

PHYSCIAL PRICES FIND SUPPORT FROM THIN
PIPELINE AND CHINA PRICE PREMIUM

G

lobal cotton prices
last week found
support from the lack
of forward coverage by
spinners and the discount
of international values
to Chinese domestic
prices. China’s domestic
cotton prices were steady
last week, with the ZCE
January contract ending
the week at 14,480 RMB
or 98.76 cents a lb., which
was almost identical to
the previous Friday close.

Yarn futures were slightly
weaker, but, overall, it was
a steady week for both
cash cotton prices and the
futures complex for both
cotton and man-made
fibers. The premium of
Chinese domestic prices
continues to provide
support for additional
offtake of imported cotton
and also for imported
yarns. Harvest in China is
at its end. The last volume
of seed cotton to sell in
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Xinjiang is selling at prices that require ZCE prices
above 15,000 RMB. Such facts are providing support to
the ZCE. The Reserve is set to begin buying New crop
lint. For now, the domestic price premium is far above
the limit set by the Reserve. The tightest of quality
cotton from the 20 crops suggest the Reserve may
revise its restrictions.
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The US dollar has fallen sharply since the US election
as confidence in US leadership has further been
eroded by the corruption in the voting process and the
prospect of a Biden administration. Economic growth
prospects for the US have diminished, with the early
plans for a surge in government regulation, a significant
increase in spending, and new taxes on the horizon.
The prospect of a new weaker policy toward China
has pushed the Chinese RMB up over 8% against the
USD to a level that would have seemed impossible to
reach a short time ago. The impact of the election on
the RMB exchange rate cannot be underestimated. Early
on election night, before the counting of the illegitimate
ballots began in swing states and it appeared a major
Trump victory, the RMB collapsed against the USD and
then reversed when the efforts to reverse that victory
became evident. The RMB strength is occurring when
China has experienced a record volume of defaults
on bonds and mounting debt which would normally
undermine a currency. The Euro has been a major
benefactor as the second currency as confidence in
the USD erodes. The additional risk of corruption in
the election process in the Georgia senate runoffs has
added to the concerns. The prospect of the additional
loose monetary policy in the US under a Biden
administration has added to the bearishness of the
USD, as China even borrowed in Euros at a negative
interest rate in the five-year bonds. This is raising the
prospect of inflation, which has been absent from the
markets for a long time. It has not yet influenced any
major commodity fund buying wave in the commodity
complex. The Australian dollar and Brazil Real have
shown some strength as a result.
Amid these conditions, physical cotton prices appear
to have support near current levels. The problem is
that demand uncertainty remains. One of the large UK
High Street retail apparel empires is expected to file for
bankruptcy this week. This and other such occurrences
underscore the problems the US and European markets
face as the second wave of the Wuhan Virus is causing
another round of serious economic pain. The debt
burden left by the virus in markets like the UK will
weaken the economic performance for decades. The
positives are that the global pipelines are thin all the
way down to retail.

The domestic Indian cotton price was firm, even as
domestic arrivals reached the heaviest in several years.
Even as the movement occurred, the CCI continued to
support domestic prices and sold additional stocks at
a higher floor price. The feeling is that the 2020 crop
will not meet expectations, and that consumption will
exceed estimates. The USDA’s estimate of Indian stocks
has been proven to be in error, and such estimates
are no longer influencing Indian prices. Other markets
covered on a hand to mouth basis, and there was no
significant sales pressure evident from any exporter.
The US high grade basis is very firm, and the only
discounting is for quality, which has made the very
long staple E/MOT high strength lower color grades
popular. For the moment, Brazil is keeping the CFR
basis firm despite the slower sales, and the drought
is keeping any pressure on new crop offers from
developing for now. The ESALQ Index of a 41-4-35
landed Sao Paulo soared to 74.87 on November 27th.
This illustrates the squeeze for nearby shipment. The
drought has slowed Argentina’s plantings, and its 2021
crop CFR basis is much firmer than earlier. Greek is
offered at attractive basis levels, but its volume is not
enough to influence prices. The African Franc Zone
basis is soft by the standards of the last couple of
seasons but still at sizeable premiums to Indian. These
conditions are allowing all small sellers such as those in
East Africa to find ready buyers for attractive priced lots
of almost any style.
ICE futures surged to over 74 cents before moving
into two-sided trade, as US crop movement increased
and outside influences, such as the expanding second
wave of the virus, continued. As for the futures market,
prices are facing lots of uncertainly, with the US/China
trade deal in the balance along with US cotton and
agriculture policy. Nonetheless, ICE is being supported
by international developments and price levels. The
behavior of the Dec contract illustrates the negative
influence of a SLM 1 1/16 futures base grade when the
tightness is in the Middling longer staple. The Chinese
ZCE contract, with its Middling 1 3/32 spec, is much
more aligned with the physical markets than the ICE
base grade, which the exchange has ignored since
purchasing the NYBOT.

Considering the circumstances, we expect prices to
find support on any notable setback. In addition, the
overestimation of Indian stocks and the US 2020 crop
indicate much tighter conditions than the balance sheet
alone illustrates. The large stocks carried in the statistics
of the ICAC or USDA for years have not been verified
except on paper. We suspect that an unknown volume
of these stocks is the same that exists on the balance
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sheet for corn, wheat, rice, and others, and are “on
paper” only. The supply/demand balance in the high
grades is headed for real tightness. The US classing data
suggested near 50% of the 2020 crop has been ginned
and classed. In the Southeast, the seed coat fragments
problem is accelerating from Georgia, Florida, and
Alabama. Over 10% of the same crops has a leaf grade
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above 5. This is the result of the hurricanes. In West
Texas, a major problem with low mike is expanding,
with a large portion at 3.6 and below. Spinners with
longer staple, high grade requirements should be aware
of these risks and the value the Australian basis now
represents.
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